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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Expert finding is a task designed to enable recommendation of the
right person who can provide high-quality answers to a requester’s
question. Most previous works try to involve a content-based recommendation, which only superficially comprehends the relevance between a requester’s question and the expertise of candidate experts
by exploring the content or topic similarity between the requester’s
question and the candidate experts’ historical answers. However,
if a candidate expert has never answered a question similar to the
requester’s question, then existing methods have difficulty making a correct recommendation. Therefore, exploring the implicit
relevance between a requester’s question and a candidate expert’s
historical records by perception and reasoning should be taken into
consideration. In this study, we propose a novel recurrent memory
reasoning network (RMRN) to perform this task. This method focuses on different parts of a question, and accordingly retrieves
information from the histories of the candidate expert. Since only a
small percentage of historical records are relevant to any requester’s
question, we introduce a Gumbel-Softmax-based mechanism to select relevant historical records from candidate experts’ answering
histories. To evaluate the proposed method, we constructed two
large-scale datasets drawn from Stack Overflow and Yahoo! Answer. Experimental results on the constructed datasets demonstrate
that the proposed method could achieve better performance than
existing state-of-the-art methods.

Expert Finding, Community Question Answering, Memory Network
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1

INTRODUCTION

Community question answering (CQA) websites, such as Stack
Overflow1 , Yahoo! Answers2 , and Quora3 , widely use expert finding
tasks in real-world contexts. The need for expert finding arises
in many real CQA applications, such as the identification of best
answers [24] and question routing [12]. Apart from CQA sites,
expert finding is also used in many real applications, including
finding appropriate reviewers for a scientific paper [15] and finding
the right supervisor for university graduate students[1]. Expert
finding in CQA can improve the quality of answers and solve other
crucial CQA problems, such as low user response to a question,
long wait times for the requester, and poor-quality answers.
Expert finding problems have been approached from different
aspects. Various content-based methods [5, 10, 13, 16, 20] have been
proposed to perform this task, which learn a user model from past
question-answering histories. Riahi et al. [20] proposed the use of
a structural topic model to learn a user model. Liu et al.[13] introduced a latent-Dirichlet-allocation-based topic model to learn the
question and user topic. Huna et al.[10] proposed a new reputation
calculation mechanism based on the quality of answers provided
to filter highly active spammers from expert lists. Support-vectormachine-based[16] and gradient-boosted-decision-tree-based[5]
methods have also been used for expert finding. Numerous networkbased methods have been introduced [14, 19, 29–31] to evaluate the
1 https://www.stackoverflow.com
2

https://answers.yahoo.com

3 https://www.quora.com/

Requester’s Question

How to write a research paper?
I am writing a paper on stem cell research and I can't figure out how
to start the introduction paragraph.

Follow

8 answers

Candidate Expert Historical Records

What makes you like a student?
What makes you like a student? Besides having good grades
and being organized? Is it looks?

Can a University Professor teach more than
one class?
Can a University Professor teach teach a particular class
that is not they majored in when they went to college?

······

How many papers do university professor in a
reputable university need to publish each year?
How many papers do lecturers in a reputable university
need to publish each year in order to be tenured?

Figure 1: Example from Yahoo! Answer. The top box is a
requester’s question and the bottom box shows the partial
history records of a candidate expert. The bold text indicates question titles, and the plain text the question bodies. Because the candidate expert has never before answered
questions similar to the requester’s question, most existing
methods have difficulty making the correct recommendation. However, we can infer that the candidate expert is a
professor who has published several papers (according to
the third answered question), and should therefore be able
to correctly answer the requester’s question about writing a
research paper.

authoritativeness of users and to perform expert recommendations.
Some studies[8, 27] have used collaborative filtering for making
expert recommendations in CQA contexts.
The above methods have tended to only superficially comprehend both the requester’s question and the candidate experts’ levels
of expertise. In some cases, a problem arises when the requester’s
question is unlike any question previously addressed by the candidate expert. Figure 1 shows an example taken from Yahoo! Answer,
in which the requester’s question was "How to write a research paper?". The bottom box shows some questions previously answered
by a candidate expert. It is difficult to recommend this candidate
expert as one who can answer the requester’s question when using existing methods, since the content and topic covered by the
requester’s question and the candidate expert are quite different.
However, given the candidate expert’s previously answered questions, "Record 1: What are the characteristics of a student?", "Record 2:
Can a university professor teach more than one class?", and "Record 3:
How many papers does a university professor in a reputable university
need to publish each year?", we can infer that this candidate expert
is a professor (according to records 1, 2, and 3) who should publish
several papers every year (according to record 3). Therefore, the
candidate expert has sufficient expertise in writing research papers
and has the ability to accurately answer the requester’s question.

Without performing reasoning, it is impossible to correctly evaluate
the various candidate experts.
In this paper, we propose a novel recurrent memory reasoning network (RMRN) to achieve this task, which is motivated by memory,
attention, and control (MAC) [9] algorithm with respect to visual
question-answering tasks. Like MAC, our model is a recurrent
structure of several cascading reasoning units known as reasoning
memory cells (RMCs). In each reasoning process, RMCs use an attention mechanism to attend to different aspects of the question,
and then accordingly retrieve relevant information from candidate
experts’ historical records. The retrieved information represents
different aspects of the expertise the answerers must have. Unlike
MAC, which only utilizes retrieved information to update the memory and then erases that information, we utilize a retrieval memory
to store all of the information retrieved during the entire reasoning
process. There are many historical records for candidate experts
that are irrelevant to the requester’s current question. For example,
historical records about "English" would be mostly irrelevant to
a question about "Java". Therefore, if we take into consideration
the complete historical records of a user, then the recommendation
performance may be negatively impacted. To address this issue,
we introduce a Gumbel-Softmax-based mechanism to extract some
relevant historical records of the candidate expert. There are many
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words in CQAs, such as code segments
("torch.nn" and "torch.nn.functional"), nonstandard spellings, and
oral language. To capture morphological information, we introduce
enhanced word embedding augmented with multi-grained word
representations, including character, subword, and word levels. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, we constructed two
large-scale datasets drawn from Stack Overflow and Yahoo! Answer.
The experimental results on our datasets showed that our method
achieves better performance than existing methods.
The main contributions of our work is summarized as follows.
(1) We proposed a recurrent memory reasoning network (RMRN)a recurrent neural network that facilitates explicit reasoning
in expert finding. It only attends to partial historical records
that are relevant to requester’s question, which are selected
by Gumbel-Softmax-based mechanism.
(2) To alleviate the OOV introduced by oral language or special
expressions such as code segments, we introduced enhanced
word embedding augmented with multi-grained word representations, including character, subword, and word levels.
(3) We constructed two large-scale datasets drawn from Stack
Overflow and Yahoo! Answer to evaluate the performances
of various existing methods. 4
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RELATED WORK

Expert finding aims to identify users who have sufficient expertise
in a given topic/query. The most popular approaches to expert
finding in CQA systems can be categorized as either topic-based or
network-based.
Topic-based methods [7, 13, 20, 26, 28] measure the questionuser relationship in the topic space, and can alleviate the problem
of lexical gaps. Guo et al.[7] proposed a topic-sensitive probabilistic
model for learning question representation. Xu et al. [26] proposed
4 We

will release the constructed datasets.

a probabilistic dual-role model that separately models users’ roles
as requesters and answerers based on a probabilistic latent semantic analysis model. Riahi et al. [20] utilized the segmented topic
model [6] to more realistically model user expertise. Yang et al. [28]
considered the expertise of users to be strongly correlated with
the topics and voting scores of their previous Q&A posts. Liu et
al.[13] proposed the ZhihuRank algorithm, which is based on link
structure and topical similarity.
Network-based methods [19, 29–31]evaluate the authoritativeness of users in a user-user network comprising their asking-answering
relations. Liu et al. Zhu et al. [31] measured the category relevance
of questions and rank user authority on an extended category link
graph. Zhao et al. [30] proposed a graph-regularized matrix completion algorithm for predicting ratings based on the social network of
users. Zhao et al. [29] proposed a ranking metric network learning
framework that exploits users’ relative quality rank with respect
to given questions as well as their social relations. Qian et al. [19]
proposed a weakly supervised factor graph known as WeakFG to
model a user’s expertise and willingness by considering that users
with the same social identities exhibit the same social behaviors.
The authors of some studies have used collaborative filtering for
making expert recommendations in CQA [8, 27]. Yang and Manandhar [27] employed probabilistic matrix factorization to learn a
user-tag matrix, and then used this matrix to recommend experts
when given a new question. Huang et al.[8] proposed a tree-guided
learning model for recommending experts across multiple collaborative networks.

3

RECURRENT MEMORY REASONING
NETWORK

Input Module

Word-level representation captures the dependency relationships
between words, but is unable to handle the unknown words problem. Character-level representation extracts morphological information, and its effectiveness is verified for rare and unknown word
representations. To alleviate the OOV problem in social media, we
augmented word representation with subword-level representation
and ELMo[18] that involves character-level representation.
Assume that a sentence Sw = [w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , ..., w n ] is encoded by
a multi-grained word representation into an embedding sequence
S e = [e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , ..., en ], n is the sentence length. The embedding of
e j is concatenated by three parts:
s c
ei = [e w
j ; ej ; ej ]

Q = [q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q j · · · , qnq ],
where q j is the j−th word representation of the question.
As for the representation of the candidate expert historical records,
we assume that the historical recods are H = [H 1 , H 2 , · · · , Hn H ],
j
j
j
and each record consists of word sequence H j = {hw 1 , hw 2 , · · · , hw nh },
where n H and nh are the number of historical records considered
and the maximum sentence length of each historical record, respectively. The word embedding can be an enhanced word embedding
e or any level of word representation (such as character-level e c ,
subword-level e s , and word-level e w ). We keep the sentence-level
representation of each record.
y j = BiGRU (H j )
H = [y1 , y2 , · · · , y j , · · · , yn H ],
where y j is the j−th historical record representation and H is the
representation of the candidate expert historical records.

Figure 2 (a) shows the overall architecture of the model. The recurrent memory reasoning network (RMRN) is an end-to-end architecture that repeats an explicit reasoning process by stacking
small blocks, knows as reasoning memory cells. The RMRN contains three modules: 1) Input Module. We proposed the use of a
multi-grain word representation, including character-, subword-,
and word-level representations to alleviate the OOV problem in
social media. 2) Reasoning Memory Cells. Reasoning memory cells
(RMCs) comprise the core of the RMRN, with each RMC performing
one reasoning step. 3) Prediction Module. The prediction module
gives a prediction on whether or not to recommend the current
candidate expert to answer the given requester’s question.

3.1

d
s
d s is
where e w
j ∈ R is pre-trained word embedding, e j ∈ R
subword-level embedding and e cj ∈ Rdc is contextualized word
embedding encoded by pre-trained ELMo encoders.
In our experiments, we used bi-directional gated recurrent units
(GRU) [4] to encode the sentence-level representations. Assume that
the requester’s question is q = {qw 1 , · · · , qw j , · · · , qw nq }, where
nq is the question length, and qw j is the embedding of the j−th
word in the requester’s question. The word embedding can be an
enhanced word embedding e, or any level of word representation
(such as character-level e c , subword-level e s , and word-level e w ).
We obtained the contextual requester’s question representation as
follows:
q j = BiGRU (qw j )

(1)

3.2

Reasoning Memory Cell

Figure 2 (b) shows the structure of the RMCs. The initial memory
state m 0 is the question representation qnq , and the initial control
state c 0 is the random vector of dimension d. RMCs have three
units: the control, read, and write units. We briefly describe their
internal mechanisms below. 1) Control unit: This unit points to
future work or the next aspect of user expertise that should be
considered. In n iterations (n RMCs), the RMRN uses an attention
mechanism to iteratively focuses on different parts of a requester’s
question. 2) Read unit: This unit has access to the candidate expert’s
historical records, and retrieves the information that is relevant
to the current control state. Because records that are irrelevant to
the requester’s question may negatively impact the performance,
we introduced a Gumbel-Softmax based mechanism, which selects
only those records that are relevant. 3) Write unit: This unit updates
the memory by erasing some old information and writing some
newly retrieved information.
3.2.1 The Control Unit. We expect the control unit to capture
different aspects of the expertise required by answerers to answer
the requester’s question. The control unit interacts with the read
and write units. We utilize the previous control state ci−1 and the
question’s contextual words Q = [q 1 , q 2 , · · · , qnq ] to explore the
next aspect of expertise should be considered.
To facilitate the RMCs’ ability to readily explore different aspects
of the question, like the MAC[9], we utilize different parameters Wi

c
Q= q

m

r

Sof max

qn
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sha1_base64="uNzp6BziDJbtxEl5tKBKhU/LQFw=">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</latexit>

ct

···

g
Con o Un

W

<latexit sha1_base64="zmxhZel8uOb1UP4ZiGYK08Xeb6A=">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</latexit>
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W

W
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n

<latexit sha1_base64="83MBlFMtPzwDpQJ9WiQuzcruSQI=">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</latexit>

mt

...

Read Un

RM C

ct
<latexit sha1_base64="s4zVXsalIM2W5XcAvs3A7ryILdE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mjPFjG3ou5nTyipwWtlOJOgJc3k=">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</latexit>

1

...

···

r

S

<latexit sha1_base64="jk+fb9gAMka86FiV5YfSgu+hVx4=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="G30nvnJkyKBlKcCymNnrqTxJgV4=">AAACtXicjVLLSgMxFD0dX7VWrWs3g0VwVTJudCnowmUF+4BaZCZNa+y8TDJCKf6AWz9O/AP9C2/iCGoRzTAzJ+fec5KbmyiPpTaMvVS8peWV1bXqem2jXtvc2m7UuzorFBcdnsWZ6kehFrFMRcdIE4t+rkSYRLHoRdNTG+/dC6Vlll6aWS6GSThJ5Vjy0BDVvm40WYu54S+CoARNlCNrPOMKI2TgKJBAIIUhHCOEpmeAAAw5cUPMiVOEpIsLPKBG2oKyBGWExE7pO6HZoGRTmltP7dScVonpVaT0sU+ajPIUYbua7+KFc7bsb95z52n3NqN/VHolxBrcEPuX7jPzvzpbi8EYx64GSTXljrHV8dKlcKdid+5/qcqQQ06cxSOKK8LcKT/P2Xca7Wq3Zxu6+KvLtKyd8zK3wJvdJfU3+NnNRdA9bAWsFVwwVLGLPRxQG49wgnO00SHLER7x5J15t97dxz3wKuWF2MG34el34YWM3A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="gcXrezo/xrp33lMnnWEIr2dahSE=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="uNzp6BziDJbtxEl5tKBKhU/LQFw=">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</latexit>

mt
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···
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W
W
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…

<latexit sha1_base64="jk+fb9gAMka86FiV5YfSgu+hVx4=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="G30nvnJkyKBlKcCymNnrqTxJgV4=">AAACtXicjVLLSgMxFD0dX7VWrWs3g0VwVTJudCnowmUF+4BaZCZNa+y8TDJCKf6AWz9O/AP9C2/iCGoRzTAzJ+fec5KbmyiPpTaMvVS8peWV1bXqem2jXtvc2m7UuzorFBcdnsWZ6kehFrFMRcdIE4t+rkSYRLHoRdNTG+/dC6Vlll6aWS6GSThJ5Vjy0BDVvm40WYu54S+CoARNlCNrPOMKI2TgKJBAIIUhHCOEpmeAAAw5cUPMiVOEpIsLPKBG2oKyBGWExE7pO6HZoGRTmltP7dScVonpVaT0sU+ajPIUYbua7+KFc7bsb95z52n3NqN/VHolxBrcEPuX7jPzvzpbi8EYx64GSTXljrHV8dKlcKdid+5/qcqQQ06cxSOKK8LcKT/P2Xca7Wq3Zxu6+KvLtKyd8zK3wJvdJfU3+NnNRdA9bAWsFVwwVLGLPRxQG49wgnO00SHLER7x5J15t97dxz3wKuWF2MG34el34YWM3A==</latexit>
sha1_base64="gcXrezo/xrp33lMnnWEIr2dahSE=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="uNzp6BziDJbtxEl5tKBKhU/LQFw=">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</latexit>

W

RM C

c1

W

<latexit sha1_base64="mCuI0pCSPYT7X6CJt5GwiTem88U=">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</latexit>

...

GS

r0

W

<latexit sha1_base64="+ySU5i1y6nEvpHGQ47WHn2rtbxM=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRFFcFN+KqgmkLtZQkndahaRImE6WUbvwBt/pl4h/oX3hnnIJaRCckOXPuPWfm3hukEc+k47wWrIXFpeWV4mppbX1jc6u8vdPIklyEzAuTKBGtwM9YxGPmSS4j1koF80dBxJrB8FzFm3dMZDyJr+U4ZZ2RP4h5n4e+JMoT3Ykz7ZYrTtXRy54HrgEVmFVPyi+4QQ8JQuQYgSGGJBzBR0ZPGy4cpMR1MCFOEOI6zjBFibQ5ZTHK8Ikd0ndAu7ZhY9orz0yrQzololeQ0sYBaRLKE4TVabaO59pZsb95T7SnutuY/oHxGhErcUv
sha1_base64="+ySU5i1y6nEvpHGQ47WHn2rtbxM=">AAACyHicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRFFcFN+KqgmkLtZQkndahaRImE6WUbvwBt/pl4h/oX3hnnIJaRCckOXPuPWfm3hukEc+k47wWrIXFpeWV4mppbX1jc6u8vdPIklyEzAuTKBGtwM9YxGPmSS4j1koF80dBxJrB8FzFm3dMZDyJr+U4ZZ2RP4h5n4e+JMoT3Ykz7ZYrTtXRy54HrgEVmFVPyi+4QQ8JQuQYgSGGJBzBR0ZPGy4cpMR1MCFOEOI6zjBFibQ5ZTHK8Ikd0ndAu7ZhY9orz0yrQzololeQ0sYBaRLKE4TVabaO59pZsb95T7SnutuY/oHxGhErcUvsX7pZ5n91qhaJPk51DZxqSjWjqguNS667om5uf6lKkkNKnMI9igvCoVbO+mxrTaZrV731dfxNZypW7UOTm+Nd3ZIG7P4c5zxoHFVdp+peHVdqZ2bURexhH4c0zxPUcIE6PPLmeMQTnq1LK7XurfFnqlUwml18W9bDB5ZnkR4=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="2a3uCzQco0OuJibdcG0tIMB0j7M=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="1yiunlt4qgOV8HpA6UCoLma/jsM=">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</latexit>

g
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<latexit sha1_base64="f5cgRQWU9ylPOb/+YMh7uXvLdkA=">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</latexit>

a
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ct
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Since there might be insufficient information if we keep only a
single historical record, we run the Gumbel-Softmax k times, with
each run pointing to a unique historical record. The overall output
is a list of vectors:
H̃ i = [ỹ1i , ỹ2i , · · · , ỹki ],
where H̃ i ∈ Rk×d is the selected k historical records at the i iteration step.
We then re-weight the selected relevant histories using a soft attention mechanism. We merge the information of mi−1 and c i , then
utilize it to attend to the selected histories H̃ i . The soft attention
computation is as follows:

3.3

rˆ = WR mean(R) + bR ,
Rp×d

where R ∈
is the retrieval memory.
As input, the output prediction module takes the question representation qnq , the mean pooling of all the retrieved information rˆ,
and the memory state mp that was passed from the last RMC. We
then concatenate the qnq , rˆ, and mp .
f = Wf [mp , qnq , rˆ] + bf .

mc i = Wmc [mi−1 , c i ] + bmc ,
mchi = Wmch (mc i ⊗ H̃ i ) + bmch ,

The final prediction is built by the following equation:
exp(θ sc f )
P(y = c | f ; θ s ) = Í
,
j
j exp(θ s f )

βi = so f tmax(mchi ),
ri =

k
Õ
j=1

βi, j H̃ ji ,

where Wmc ∈ R2d ×d , Wmch ∈ Rd ×1 are parameters, βi is the soft
attention distribution, and r i is the retrieved information.
Because the retrieved information is relevant to different aspects
of the expertise required by the answerers, we want to build a user
model according to the sub-expertise that the answerers needed,
and, intuitively, we need all the retrieved information. We utilized
a retrieval memory R to store the retrieved information during the
entire reasoning process. At each reasoning step, we write r i into
the retrieval memory.
Ri = [r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r i ]
Ri ∈

Ri×d

is the retrieved memory at i-th reasoning.

3.2.3 The Write Unit. The write unit is responsible for creating a new memory state mi that holds all the global important
information obtained from the interaction between the requester’s
question and the candidate expert’s historical records. It receives
the previous memory state mi−1 , the control state c i , and the newly
retrieved information r i , and utilizes a concatenation operation to
merge them:
c i = Wc3c i + bc3 ,
mi−1 = Wm3mi−1 + bm3 ,
mcr i = Wmcr [mi−1 , c i , r i ] + bmcr .
Then, we computed a gate to make a trade-off regarding the amount
of new information the newly created memory mi considers from
the previous memory mi−1 and the newly retrieved information r i .
дi = σ (mcr i ),
mi = дi mi−1 + (1 − дi )r i ,
where mi is the newly created memory, and дi is the gate value.
This memory gating process prevents the model from forgetting
the old memory information. If the write unit decides to keep all
the old memory information, then the newly retrieved information
provided by the read unit are simply ignored, and the old memory
information is passed along to the next step.

Prediction Module

After p iterations, the retrieval memory has obtained all the expertise needed by a user needs to answer the requester’s question.
We build a user model based on the information in the retrieval
memory, using a mean pooling operation.

where θ sc is the weight vector of the c-th class and j ∈ {0, 1}.
In our work, the training objective is to minimize cross entropy
of the predicted and the true label distributions, which is defined
as:
C
Õ
J (H, Q; P, P̂) = −
P̂c loд(Pc ),
c=1

where C is the class number, P̂ is the one-hot representation of the
ground truth label, and P is the predicted probability of the labels.

4

EXPERIMENT

Most existing works have considered the answerer who have already answered the target question as their candidate experts. While
this is useful in selecting the best answer to a question, it is not
helpful in directing a new question toward the potential best experts. Therefore, following the work of [20], we consider all the
users in the corpus as candidate experts for a given question.

4.1

Datasets Construction

Regarding the labeled datasets, a public datasets of the competition
ByteCup5 was organized by Toutiao, but it contains no historical
user question-answering records. To evaluate the effectiveness of
our proposed model, we constructed two large-scale datasets deawn
from Stack Overflow and Yahoo! Answer. We regard the answerer
that received the “best answer” as the expert of the given question.
4.1.1 Stack Overflow. Stack Overflow is a popular questionanswering service that focuses on a wide range of topics in computer programming. In our experiments, we used the December
2018 data dump 6 . First, we selected a subset of the whole dataset
ranging from January 1 to December 31, 2011. To keep the tag
distribution the same as that in original data collection, we chose
some tags that had been used in the work [20]. We selected a subset
of Stack Overflow data to meet the following two conditions: 1)
questions tagged with at least one of the selected tags; 2) questions
are a resolved questions that have a best answer and at least two
answers. We removed stop words, leaving only the questions with
5

https://biendata.com/competition/bytecup2016/

6 https://archive.org/details/stackexchange

at least two words. Table 1 shows the dataset statistics. Note that
only 1,717 users obtained at least 40 (N ≥ 40) best answers. Those
users constituted just 2.7% of all users, but answered 30% of all the
answered questions. Like the work [20], in this work we considered users who had authored at least N (N = 40) best answers.
With respect to the user history records, we selected 50 questionanswering records of users who had last provided answers during
2011. Each records consisting of question title, question body, and
answer content. The requester’s questions consist of question title
and question body. In total, in our Stack Overflow dataset for this
experiment, we had 128,217 questions and 1,717 users, and each
user had 50 question-answering records. We randomly split the
whole dataset into the training, developing, and testing data with a
proportion of 3:1:1, respectively.

4.3

Table 2: Hyperparameters for our model in the experiment.
Hyperparameter
reduced ELMo embedding dim.(dc )
pre-trained ELMo embedding dim.
word embedding dim. (d )
BPE merge operation num.
subword embedding dim. (d s )
subword CNN kernel num.
subword CNN kernel size
embedding dropout
Adam learning rate
model length on Stack. (p)
histories selected on Stack. (k )
model length on Yahoo. (p)
histories selected on Yahoo. (k)

Table 1: Data statistics. N is the number of best answers in
Stack Overflow and those with the highest rating in Yahoo!
Answers.
Dataset
Stack Overflow
Yahoo! Answers

Data type
All
N ≥ 40
All
N ≥ 20

Questions
424,223
128,217
235,052
100,336

Answerers
63,450
1,717
78,067
1,512

4.1.2 Yahoo! Answers. Next, we crawled a data set from Yahoo!
Answers, the statistics of which are shown in table 1. We removed
any questions with a length of less than two words as well as all
the stop words, which left the constructed dataset with 78,067 users
and 235,052 resolved questions that had at least two answers and a
highest rating greater than 2. Like the Stack Overflow dataset, we
only considered the experts who had answered at least 20 questions.
For the user history, we selected 50 question-answering records that
had been recently answered by the users, each records consisting
of question title and answer content. The requester’s question only
include question title.. As a result, in our experiment, the Yahoo!
Answers dataset contained 100,336 questions and 1,512 users, and
each user had 50 question-answering records. Finally, we separated
the whole dataset into training, developing, and testing data with
the proportion of 3:1:1, respectively.

4.2

Candidate Expert Retrieval

Ideally, for each requester’s question, all the experts in the corpus
should be candidates. However, this is time consuming, since the
number of experts is tremendous. To solve this issue, we retrieved
a list of candidates beforehand. Some coarse, fast selection methods
can be used, such as TF-IDF or BM25 [21]. In this paper, we utilized
BM25 to retrieve the expert candidates.
The BM25 coarse selection method was utilized on the developing and testing sets for both Stack Overflow and Yahoo! Answer.
The recall is 23.36% and 26.96%, respectively. As for the training set,
we first used the requester’s question to retrieve the top 30 results
from the whole expert set using BM25. Then we randomly select
nine experts from those results to construct the negative pairs.

Evaluation Metrics and Parameter Setting

Expert finding requires a ranked list of experts who can give highquality answers to requester’s questions, so we need high recall
more than high precision. Therefore, as in [20], we utilized Successat-N (S@N) as our evaluation metric in this paper. When the best
answerer (or highest rating answerer) appeared as the top N predicted expert, the prediction is successful, and the value of S@N is
the reciprocal rank of that candidate expert, otherwise the value of
S@N is 0.

Value
20
256
50
1k
20
2
[2, 3]
0.4
0.001
5
5
4
3

In our experiments, the word embeddings were initialized using
50-dimensional, pre-trained GloVe word vectors [17], and the embeddings were fixed during training. For the Stack Overflow dataset,
we set the max requester’s question length to 70, the max number
of histories to 50, and the max history length to 100. For the Yahoo!
Answer dataset, we set the max requester’s question length to 24,
the max number of histories to 50, and the max history length to
100. We used Adam optimization. For other hyperparameters of our
proposed model, we took those hyperparameters that achieved the
best performance in the development set. Table 2 shows the final
hyperparameters used.

4.4

Baselines

We compared our proposed approach against several competitive
methods that utilized question-answering history information to
improve the overall performance.
(1) ZhihuRank (Liu et al. 2015) [13] : A submodule of zhihuRank that contains the link analysis module and topical similarities module. Unlike the original model, our zhihuRank
only included the topical similarities module.
(2) LDA (Blei et al. 2003) [2]: We used LDA to extract the topic
vectors of questions and candidate experts, and a cosine
similarity was computed to get the similarity.
(3) BM25 (Robertson et al. 2009) [21]: BM25 was one of our
comparative models, and it was also utilized to retrieve the
candidate experts.
(4) BiGRU-Attn: We utilized BiGRU to encode the question
and candidate expert historical records, respectively. Then
the attention mechanism was applied to incorporate the
correlation between the user and the question.

Table 3: Performances of different approaches on our datasets. The first part is the results of the traditional methods. The
second part is the results of the existing deep learning methods. The third part is the main results of our method’s variant
models. RMRN is our base model and only word-level word representations.
Stack Overflow
Yahoo! Answers
S@1
S@2
S@3
S@4
S@5
S@1
S@2
S@3
S@4
S@5
ZhihuRank–(Liu et al. 2015) [13]
0.0133 0.0206 0.0248 0.0278 0.0299 0.0144 0.0240 0.0294 0.0334 0.0360
LDA(Blei et al. 2003) [2]
0.0141 0.0212 0.0256 0.0285 0.0306 0.0168 0.0267 0.0323 0.0372 0.0407
BM25 (Robertson et al. 2009) [21]
0.0409 0.0537 0.0613 0.0659 0.0689 0.0484 0.0645 0.0724 0.0777 0.0813
BiGRU-ATTN
0.0675 0.0831 0.0909 0.0959 0.0996 0.0811 0.1011 0.1103 0.1155 0.1196
D-Attn (Seo et al. 2017) [22]
0.0694 0.0851 0.0929 0.0980 0.1014 0.0821 0.1017 0.1113 0.1171 0.1210
ANR (Chin et al. 2018) [3]
0.0704 0.0878 0.0965 0.1019 0.1052 0.0827 0.1039 0.1132 0.1187 0.1226
N2NMem (Sukhbaatar et al. 2015) [23] 0.0710 0.0884 0.0966 0.1022 0.1056 0.0839 0.1039 0.1135 0.1193 0.1229
MAC (Hudson and Manning 2018) [9] 0.0719 0.0884 0.0967 0.1020 0.1054 0.0842 0.1040 0.1140 0.1199 0.1233
RMRN
0.0728 0.0885 0.0965 0.1019 0.1055 0.0867 0.1072 0.1168 0.1226 0.1267
RMRN+Sub
0.0746 0.0915 0.0998 0.1050 0.1083 0.0885 0.11.05 0.1214 0.1254 0.1288
RMRN+ELMo
0.0752 0.0924 0.1007 0.1060 0.1093 0.0891 0.1107 0.1215 0.1260 0.1295
RMRN+Enhanced
0.0759 0.0933 0.1017 0.1071 0.1104 0.0903 0.1122 0.1233 0.1278 0.1314
Method

(5) D-Attn (Seo et al. 2017) [22]: The Dual Attention-based
Model (D-Attn) was proposed to learn the user and item
representations based on their reviews.
(6) ANR (Chin et al. 2018) [3]: ANR) was proposed to extract
an aspect-based representation for both the user and item
based on reviews.
(7) N2NMem (Sukhbaatar et al. 2015) [23]: N2NMem is an endto-end memory network that can be trained via back propagation. N2NMem has a reasoning ability.
(8) MAC (Hudson and Manning 2018) [9]: A careful design
memory framework for visual question answering tasks.
RMRN is our based model and only word-level word representations. We conducted several variations of our model based on
the different word representations. The word representations of
RMRN+Sub, RMRN+ELMo and RMRN+Enhanced are a concatenation of word and subword-level embeddings, a concatenation
of word and character-level embeddings, and a concatenation of
character, subword, and word-level embeddings, respectively.

4.5

Results and Discussion

Table 3 shows a comparison of the results obtained by our proposed method and existing methods on the constructed evaluation
datasets. As shown in the table, our proposed model (RMRN) performed better than the other methods in all metrics.
The reasoning mechanism methods (RMRN, MAC, and N2NMem)
performed better performance than the other previous methods
(ANR, D-Attn, zhihuRank-, etc.), which indicates that iterative reasoning facilitates an understanding of the implicit relevance of both
the requester’s question and the candidate experts’ expertise. Our
proposed method RMRN outperformed MAC and N2NMem, which
are both competitive memory-based reasoning methods. We consider the reasons for this to be as follow: 1) MAC and N2NMem
are designed specifically for question-answering task, and the predicted answer only depends on the last reasoning state. However, in
expert finding, all of the reasoning states should be taken into consideration, because every reasoning state measures the expertise of

the candidate expert regarding the current aspect of the requester’s
question. We wrote all the retrieved information into a retrieval
memory, on which we based our construction of a user model. 2)
The performance may be negatively impacted, when utilizing a
complete set of historical records. Unlike MAC and N2NMem, our
RMRN uses only the portion of the historical records that are relevant to the current aspect of requester’s question at each reasoning
process. Therefore, the careful design of the RMRN can effectively
handle the expert finding task.
The neural-network-based methods performed much better than
the traditional methods (zhihuRank, LDA, and BM25). This may
be true for two reasons. First, word embedding offers a more expressive and efficient representation by maintaining the contextual
similarity of words. Second, BiGRU and CNN can capture semantic
information from complicated sentences and promote further semantic interaction between a requester’s question and the user’s
historical records.
Multi-grain word embedding helps to capture different levels
of word representation and thus improves the performance. Compared to our RMRN, which utilized only word embedding, the performance of RMRN+Subword, RMRN+ELMo, and RMRN-Enhanced
are better. What’s more, RMRN-Enhanced, which includes character, subword-, and word-level representations, achieved the best result,
because character- and subword-level word representations capture morphological information on a different level, and word-level
word representations contain the semantic information of words,
and their combination enhances the RMRN performance.
To further understand the contribution of the model components,
we also conducted some ablation studies on our model.
Effect of Control Unit: To understand the contribution to our
model made by the control unit, which is defined in section 3.2.1, we
performed several ablation studies in the control unit, the results of
which are shown in the first part of Table 4. The term que+mem as
control replaces the control state c i as the concatenation of question
qi and memory state mi , as with the query state defined in [23].
The shared weights for que utilized shared parameters to linearly
transform the question qn H at each reasoning process. Compared to
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Figure 3: Performance with different numbers of RMC.

Table 4: S@1 comparison with several ablation models on
the control unit, write unit, and output module.

Control
Unit
Read Unit
Write
Unit
Output
Module
Standard

Ablation
Model
que+mem as control
shared weights for que
soft attention for read
ignored previous mem
gate computed in MAC
predict on que+mem
predict on que+avgAllRetri
predict on que+mem+Retri
RMRN

Stack
Overflow
0.0720
0.0717
0.0718
0.0721
0.0722
0.0715
0.0713
0.0724
0.0728

k=3

Yahoo!
Answer
0.0855
0.0860
0.0850
0.0861
0.0858
0.0857
0.0863
0.0864
0.0867

our RMRN with que+mem as control and shared weights for que, the
RMRN achieved a better result. This demonstrates the helpfulness
of having the control unit focus on different parts of a question,
and that different transformation parameters in the question representation can help to readily concern a question’s different parts.
Effect of Read Unit: The read unit utilizes the Gumbel-Softmax
mechanism to select historical records that are relevant to the current aspect of requester’s question. We compared our standard
model with the model soft attention for read that used a soft attention mechanism to attend to all the candidate-expert historical
records, the results of which are shown in the second part of Table
4. The performance of our standard model, which selects only some
historical records that are relevant to the requester’s question, is
much better than that using soft attention, which attends to all the
candidate-expert histories.
Effect of Write Unit: The standard RMRN write unit uses a
gate to combine the previous memory state mi−1 with the newly
retrieved information r i , and the gate computed based on mi−1 , r i ,
and the control state c i . We conducted some ablations on the write
unit, and the results of which are shown in the third part of Table
4. The ignored previous mem ignores the previous memory state,
and directly assigns the r i to mi . A comparison of ignored previous
mem with our standard RMRN model, the result shows that the
information obtained in the previous reasoning state is helpful. The
gate computed in MAC utilized only the control state c i to compute
the gate value, like MAC. The result shows that the calculation of

k=5

Figure 4: Performance with different numbers of selected
historical records in the read unit.
the gate by the variant is slightly worse than that by our standard
model.
Effect of Output Unit: The standard RMRN output module
makes a final prediction based on the concatenation of the question
feature qnq , memory feature mp , and the mean pooling of all the
retrieved information rˆ. We conducted several ablations on the
output module to explore the contribution of various information,
the results of which are shown in fourth part of Table 4. As inputs
to the classifier, the predict on que+mem, predict on que+mem+Retri,
and predict on que+avgAllRetri models utilize a concatenation of
qnq and mp , a concatenation of qnq , mp , and rp , and a concatenation of qnq and rˆ, respectively. Compared with the predict on
que+mem model, the predict on que+mem+Retri which utilizes the
last retrieved information rp , achieved an improvement in S@1. In
addition, our standard RMRN model, which utilized the rˆ, achieved
the best performance. Therefore, we can conclude that the retrieved
information in the read unit is important to achieving improved performance. The performance of the predict on que+avgAllRetri, which
ignores the mp , was lower than that of our standard RMRN model.
The mp makes a trade-off between the importance of previous and
new information, and rˆ utilizes all the retrieved information, since
all information plays an important role in improving the performance.

4.6

Parameter Sensitivity

In this section, we analyze the influence of the critical parameters
contained in our model. Specifically, we are concerned about the
impact of the model length and the number of histories selected in
the read unit.
First, we tested the performance using RMRN’s of various lengths
ranging from one to seven, the results of which are shown in Figure
3. Our model achieved the best performances on the Yahoo! Answer
and Stack Overflow datasets when the model lengths were four
and five, respectively. Since increasing the length of the network
increases the complexity and number of parameters in the model,
the results are not significantly improved by increasing the model
length. The model depth indicates the number of inferences made,
and the more complex is the dataset, the more inferences are needed.

Therefore, the complexity of the Stack Overflow dataset makes its
job more difficult than that of Yahoo! Answer.
Second, we evaluated our model with selections of different numbers of candidate-expert historical records, the results of which are
shown in Figure 4. Our model achieved the best performance on the
Yahoo! Answer and Stack Overflow datasets when using three and
five candidate-expert historical records, respectively. If we increase
the number of selected historical records, the performances of the
Stack Overflow and Yahoo! Answer datasets drop significantly. This
may be due to the introduction of some noisy historical records
when the value of k becomes too large. Although the maximum
number of historical records is 50 in the Stack Overflow and Yahoo!
Answer datasets, the optimal numbers of historical records selected
were small, i.e., three for the Yahoo Answer dataset and five for
the Stack Overflow dataset. It may be that the historical records
selected are only relevant to one aspect of the requester’s question
at each stage of the reasoning process.

5

CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a novel recurrent memory reasoning
network that performs expert finding in community question answering by utilizing a reasoning mechanism to explore the implicit
relevance between a requester’s question and candidate experts’
historical records. To alleviate the OOV problem in CQA, we explored the use of a multi-grained word representation, including
character-, subword-, and word-level representations. To select relevant historical records from candidate-expert answering histories,
we introduced a Gumbel-Softmax-based mechanism in the read
unit. In addition, we built two large-scale datasets drawn from Stack
Overflow and Yahoo! Answer. Comparing with the baseline models,
the performance of our proposed method is much better.
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